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Abstract

Through the mapping experiment of the hand-held laser three-dimensional scanner, different materials were selected
as experimental objects in the experiment, and three-dimensional scanner measurement technology was used to
transform the scanned image into one data point after another and obtain it in a short time. Three-dimensional data
were obtained by scanning the surface of a complex furniture, and then the scan data were converted into a common
data format to simulate the model of the scanned object. Through analysis of the preparation part of the experiment,
the different problems caused by different factors in the part were analyzed, and the solution office was finally found.
Laser scanners have a great influence on the depth. For this experiment scanner, the best method is to disassemble
the furniture into parts and scan to expose more surfaces. In scanning, the selection of objects should be carefully
selected, and the undetectable surface should have as few patterns or different shapes as possible to facilitate later
repair. The later data processing should not be focused on the overall repair.
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1 Introduction
With the development of economy, on the basis of satis-
fying material needs, people gradually begin to focus on
spiritual sublimation and are no longer satisfied with
various monotonous feelings. All types of development
are ultimately diversified, and furniture design is not an
exception. In furniture design, the feasibility of design
and production technology is inseparable. When the de-
sign becomes complicated, how to adapt to the mass
production process without losing its corresponding
uniqueness and how to simplify the production process
and save resources, including human and material re-
sources, become very important. The importance of
modern surveying and mapping methods is undoubtedly
revealed. Moreover, we can use modern surveying and
mapping to speed up the progress and accuracy of sur-
veying and mapping of complex furniture and retain a
large number of precious structures or drawings of pat-
terned designs. This has provided sufficient documenta-
tion for repairing and making antique furniture [1–4].
On the basis of the aforementioned reasons, the re-

search team and I conducted a surveying and mapping

experiment on a hand-held laser three-dimensional
scanner to find a method for surveying and mapping
complex furniture with high accuracy. However, under
the premise of maintaining its uniqueness, the personal-
ized design scheme is how to match the mass produc-
tion needs of the manufacturers and simplify the
production process. Therefore, it is particularly import-
ant to save manpower and material resources.
The development of modern surveying and mapping

technology has made digitalization of furniture design and
production possible. Through modern measuring instru-
ments, the complex furniture has been deeply decomposed
and analyzed to complete the three-dimensional scanning
and archiving of complex furniture data; to construct multi-
angle, multidimensional, and three-dimensional data
models; and to achieve the design and management of a
three-dimensional furniture model to solve problems in the
mass production of complex furniture.

2 3D morphological experiment of complex
furniture surveying and mapping
2.1 Definition of complex furniture
In complex, “complex” is the number of more, whereas
“miscellaneous” is the meaning of chaos, and “complex
summary” is the meaning of more and disorderly.
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However, the complex meaning is too general, so before
the experiment starts, we should set a standard for the
complex furniture we will measure to determine the sig-
nificance of the experiment.
In my opinion, complex furniture should be defined as

follows: various types, complicated carving, exquisite in-
ternal structure, and large processing and production
costs. That is, it is not easy to draw the drawing in the
process of positive production, or it requires a lot of ef-
fort in the process of drawing production. Any of the
above points can be called complex furniture.
In the normal scale of the production process, starting

from imagining things into design drawings, the draw-
ings are converted as data into the CAM but before be-
ing put into production or simulation, because a lot of
ideas will not experience the process, so the practice is
often the most intuitive choice. Just as not all ideas can
be expressed in language, not all designs can be directly
input and exported from the beginning. Complex and
complex carving, in the age of machines, are not popular
hand-carved methods, with ideas and elements impli-
cated in the line and surface also being involved in the
attempt to find the most appropriate angle and arc
shape. If it is a successful attempt, the traditional map-
ping method cannot provide strong support when it
needs accurate data to support production.

2.2 Difficult points for complex furniture mapping
On the basis of the description above, I think the diffi-
culties of complex furniture in surveying and mapping
are as follows.

2.2.1Its inherent complex structure allows small space for
measurement, and the corresponding data cannot be
confirmed in the intuitive view measurement.

2.2.2Furniture itself has a handmade decorative
pattern; in carving, half of the words added
manually said it has a unique visual feeling.
Basically, each is different, delicate, and an
exquisite sense is that most of the machine. In
the current stage of production, the engraving
data on which the factory generally bases production
are purchased along with the machine tool. Different
patterns can be obtained by enlarging or shrinking,
and the texture can be added in the process of
polishing. So, design often has to make way for this
reality, and some beautiful patterns, because there is
no data to support the drawings, create difficulties,
and the results will not be good.

2.2.3The measured furniture itself does not have the
realistic possibility of close contact. This is
especially apparent in furniture cultural relics. The
nature of the wood in the protection is not good
when it will become brittle, and analyze some

delicate or is lost when the process, the premise
condition is to protect the display technology of
furniture itself. In modern times, sometimes in
order to promote the tradition culture, a model of
the structure that is not consistent will need to be
made, but at least in the outward appearance has
the very big request, this cannot contact, with 1, 2,
2 properties of furniture, in the surveying and
mapping technology on the application of
traditional is very difficult.

3 Method test - an overview of complex furniture
surveying and mapping in 3D morphological
experiments
3.1 Experimental test
The experimental preparation is divided into three parts.
The first part is to prepare for measurement, including
the collection and collation of materials and literature and
the learning of postmolding software. The software se-
lected in this experiment is Geomagic Studio, a software
developed by 3D Systems for post-processing and reverse
engineering. The software is mainly responsible for con-
verting the point cloud or patch obtained from the
scanned object into a digital model.
The second part is to prepare the furniture for surveying

and mapping. In order to compare the effects, the objects
of different materials or surface treatments are selected
for multiple surveying and mapping experiments. In this
way, the effect of material surface treatment on the survey
results can be compared during the test.
In addition, the tool in the test is the hand-held laser

scanner. It includes the assembly of the instrument, place-
ment of measurement object and instrument support dur-
ing measurement, as well as the preparation of the
environment, including environmental hygiene and ambi-
ent light. In addition, we must also prepare a tape meas-
ure. The pen paper U disk is used to record data [5, 6].

3.1.1 Test instrument
Three-dimensional scanners can be classified into two
categories according to the light source they emit. One
is a laser scanner, and the other is a raster scanner. The
idea of a laser scanner started upon learning about the
characteristics of lasers. Because of its low divergence, it
can basically bring back the coordinates of the scanned
objects in three-dimensional space. Compared with the
raster scanner, it has faster transmission speed and more
precise resolution, and it can continue to break points. But
the laser also has a nondiffusion property, and a certain
amount will bring about the qualitative radiation effects.
The equipment mainly used in this experiment is a

hand-held laser 3D scanner, which mainly consists of the
Creaform MatraSCAN 3D scanner probe and the
C-Track 780 dual-camera sensor composition. In
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addition, the objects placed as the support in order to fa-
cilitate the measurement, preparation of clean environ-
ment, and the environmental light are needed. Finally,
the preparation of tapes, pens, paper, and a U disk is a
must to record the experimental data.

3.1.1.1 (1) How hand-held 3D laser scanner works
The sensor has two imaging probes for receiving signals.
It is fixed with a triangular support and can adjust the
angle to adapt to the received signal. There are two laser
emission points on the probe. The offset to the object is
received or reflected by other silver-white reflective
points on the probe. After receiving, the laser-emitting
point is symmetric to form a cross-laser range. The laser
cross-sectional area based on the detection angle and
the measurement distance is generally 70 mm× 70 mm.
The camera sensor transmits the received signal to the
host. The host uses the principle of triangulation based
on the image distance, image point, depth distance, and
so forth. The first point in this principle is that the emit-
ted light beam is projected on the object. The two points
are the reflection points. The third point is the accepted
camera probe. When it receives the signal of the reflec-
tion point, it has two corners of the triangle and the dis-
tance from the surface of the triangle to the surface of
the object when it is launched. One of the three coordi-
nates of the target can be obtained, one of which is spe-
cific and is related to the launch angle and the
coordinate direction setting. In the laser reflection
movement process, there will be a difference in the angle
formed by the movement, from which the other two are
calculated. The coordinate point of the direction deter-
mines the three-dimensional coordinates of the mea-
sured object and feeds it back to the corresponding
working machine, presenting a figure composed of a
point cloud or a triangular face piece.
The working principle of the hand-held laser

three-dimensional scanner is to use the characteristics of
the laser. The laser has less variation, less divergence,
and almost no difference in the visible state. During op-
eration, a continuous laser beam is emitted to the object
to be measured by the laser emission source of the scan-
ner head, and the beam is reflected after being touched
by the object. The scanning probe has a certain number
and angle of reflection points, and the camera is reflected
back. The corresponding signal, through the reflected dis-
tance of the received reflected laser light, calculates and
records the reflected azimuth angle, transforming the
measured object itself into coordinate points one after an-
other. The final measured data is a set of massive
stereo-digitized lattices, also known as point clouds, or a
combination of triangular patches, which can be edited
and output by special postforming software.

After the point cloud is scanned, the effects of various
factors on the results during the scanning process are
assessed, including the impact of the environment, the
material of the scanning object itself, the obstacles in the
transmission and reflection process, and so forth. These
factors can cause a lot of noise. In the later period, this
noise should be removed, and blank points that have not
been scanned should be added to connect the point set
to line and then connect the line to the surface again.
After that, the surface is connected to the surface to
make it a closed whole. After the closed whole, there will
be corresponding loopholes, where the connection is not
possible, for example. It requires simulation modeling to
make up for gaps, and then it can be converted into cor-
responding drawings for trial production and simulation
applications.

3.1.1.2 (2) Instrument accuracy data The medium of
laser scanner is changed from general white light to
laser. The laser is easy to focus. The light has no obvi-
ous change in size and thickness. When it encounters
an object, it will not diffuse. The change is very small.
The probe reflects the signal to the camera and receives
the signal. Then the corresponding data is produced.
Compared with the three-dimensional space, the pos-
ition coordinate is formed. The way of point cloud ap-
pears. The relatively popular laser scanner on the
market is hand-held, industrial-grade because of the
cost and direction of use problems application area is
small, its hand-held laser three-dimensional scanner
parameters are generally as Table 1.

4 Process of 3D shape mapping of complex
furniture experiment
“Complex furniture” is defined as a furniture that has a
specially shaped surface, complex glyph, exquisite inter-
ior structure, or large processing and production costs.
The drawings that are necessary in the manufacturing
process for “complex furniture” are not easy to produce,
or a lot of effort needs to be spent in the process of
drawing. But if we use the three-dimensional scanner
technology, the 3D data of the complex furniture surface
were obtained in a short time, and then the scanned data
were converted into a common data format to simulate
the scanned object model [7–10].

4.1 Assembly process of experimental instruments
The process of the experiment begins with the assembly
of the instrument. The scanner is installed in two
moisture-proof, dust-proof, explosion-proof instrument
boxes. The detailed image is shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3.
After the instrument is connected, calibration may be

prompted before the test. The calibration will affect the
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accuracy of the calibration, and the calibration period is
normally about 10 days. First, we need to calibrate the
C-Track 780 dual-camera sensor with a calibration point
with a reflective point. The detailed image is shown in
Figs. 4 and 5.

4.2 The process of experimentation
The first test is mainly to learn mapping, including the
use of new instruments, the installation methods, and
the test application equipment, so we chose an aroma
bottle to do the test. Its material is porcelain, reflective,
opaque, with a convex pattern. To facilitate scanning, a
tea bucket with a diameter of 10 cm and a height of
20 cm was placed under the porcelain bottle. Click on
the scan in the software toolbar. The laser-emitting
switch of the probe is in the hand-held position and then
scanning the bottle. When scanning cannot move too

fast, the signal reflection of fast-moving scanning cannot
keep up, so holes and loopholes easily appear, and the
holes and loopholes can be filled when scanning back,
and some are difficult to fill in. Because the bottle can-
not move, the entire surface below it is completely
unscanned and needs to be repaired later. In order to
scan out the bottle and the bottom completely, the tea
tank supporting the bottle has to be scanned in as well.
As the scanning probe moves, you can see the deep pur-
ple dots on the screen, and the patches are formed as
the scanning probe moves [11–14]. The detailed image
is shown in Table 1.
The second test of the measured object is a 25-cm ×

25-cm × 1.2-cm sunlike piece of carved lacquer plate
that has a sense of modern design of a sunflower. We
have scanned the object four times. During the first
scan, the support cabinet was carelessly kicked in during

Table 1 Experimental statistics
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the constant adjustment of the angle. The position
moved, and the edges of several scans were found to be
inconsistent. During the second scan, we were very care-
ful not to touch the object. At the same time, in order to
complete the scan of the rounded edges, a large part of
the surface of the cabinet had to be scanned, a lot of
noise was formed, there were still many holes in some
grooves, and the contoured groove edges were very

uneven. Give up this scan. During the third scan, a tea
bucket was placed under the carved plate and scanned
upward from below, so that there were complete upper
and lower ends that could control the height of the scan
results, which was very favorable for the accuracy of the
scan. However, the wheels on the bottom of the cabinet
were swept by the data line of the probe, and the pos-
ition was moved and the scan failed. During the fourth
scan, the unexpected problem was ruled out, and a
height was found to be similar to that of a movable of-
fice cabinet. But the surface area was smaller. Without
wheels, the four corners would be flattened, the tea
bucket would be placed on the table, and the carving
board was placed on the tea bucket. The detailed image
is shown in Table 2.
The third test of the test object is an unpainted carved

panel with scroll leaf decoration, commonly used in bed,
sofa, doors, and other decorative furniture. The first is
the selection of supports, flat chairs that are not easy to
move, and a tea bucket. The sensor signal was not good,
so we put the sculpture board up and measured to re-
duce the area facing the sensor surface. It was found in
the measurement that the carved board is the only bare
board in the tested device, so the corners of the carved
board are very clear, and the triangular patches cannot
be completely filled in at the fine edges and corners, and
there will be no broken holes that cannot be avoided.
However, it does not have a special depth as a whole.
From the point of view of the completion of the meas-
urement and the speed of reaction for measuring the
generated image, the material on the bare side is easier
to measure than the lacquer engraving. From the image
point of view, this sculpture’s symmetrical mirror image
called each other. In order to ensure consistency, we
turned it over and tested again. The detailed image is
shown in Table 2.
The fourth test of the detection object is no longer a

single part of the engraving, but a whole carved stool. In
this surveying and mapping, there are basically no major
mistakes in the preliminary preparations. The carved stool
is 26 cm high, so it was placed directly on the stool the
first time. The problems during this time measurement
are directly related to the difference between the whole
and part of the measurement, so that the content to be
repaired is very large. The biggest reason that caused this
measurement to start from a new position was that the
stool was not placed in the right place. One was too low,
and the other was too normal. When the probe was scan-
ning the stool, the obstacle was very big. So, the scanned
surface is not very satisfactory. On the second scan, we
put another small stool on the original chair. This time
the goal is one-fifth of the stool, and one-fifth of the scans
are relatively good. However, because of the depth prob-
lem, all the insides of the legs cannot be completely swept

Fig. 1 MatraSCAN three-dimensional scanner probe

Fig. 2 The C-Track 780 dual-camera sensor composition
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away. The completion of the entire target cannot rely
solely on positive surveying and mapping, and negative
mapping is also needed. We need to drag them into the
same interface to modify them to be complete. However,
in practice, owing to the large number of patches, we can
only do our best to delete and repair them, and then ex-
tract the necessary points and then drag them in again.
The detailed image is shown in Table 2.

5 Results and discussions of the experiment
5.1 Analysis of result
After contrasting several experiments, we summarized
in Table 3 the reasons for the failure of the operation in
using a hand-held laser scanner [15–18]. From the table
above, we can see that the failure points can be classified
into two types of factors: one is the dual-camera sensor
signal reception problems, and the other is the inappro-
priate support surface.
In view of the above problems, I summarize the points

of attention of using the laser scanner in the surveying
and mapping:

1. The limitations of laser scanners in depth are
significant; the best way is to remove furniture
parts, scan, and expose more surfaces.

2. Scanning for object placement to choose to be
careful, not to the surface as little as possible with
the pattern or different shapes, placing a high

degree of moderate, reducing the impact on the
signal transmission, convenient measurement. The
platform surface area of the object is not to exceed
the scope of the contact.

3. Late data processing not to focus on the overall
repair; the corresponding skills can be used to
reduce the amount of repair work, to pay attention
to the order of processing to ensure that the model
is complete.

5.2 High accuracy experiment suggestion induction
Summarizing the above-mentioned problems, and com-
paring the molding results in the later stage of the trial
data collection, the furniture mapping was carried out on
the armless hand-held laser three-dimensional scanner
using the Creaform MatraSCAN 3D scanner probe and
the C-Track 780 dual-camera sensor system. The follow-
ing aspects can be hand-held with high precision [19, 20].

1. In terms of instrumentation, a new version of the
probe has emerged, which remains hollow on the
basis of the original solid left behind by the skeleton
as shown in Fig. 6, effectively reducing its weight
and signal occlusion capabilities. You can try to use
a robotic arm. Compared with human instability,
the robotic arm has excellent capabilities in terms
of rotation angle and speed.

Fig. 3 Explosion-proof instrument box

Fig. 4 A calibration point with a reflective point
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2. In the operation of surveying and mapping, to
choose suitable support for the object to be
measured, the surface area is the same as the
contact surface of the object to be measured,
preferably a combination of a fine column and a
table, and it cannot be wheeled and stable. There is
a certain weight. Handle excess lines to prevent
tripping during surveying. When placing an object,
observe the object first. The measured area on the
bad signal surface should be as small as possible.
Symmetrical or mirror image should not have a
large amount of greed for the whole scan. This can
prevent the main part from being placed in a
relatively good signal position.

3. Owing to the limitations of instrument
measurement depth, obviously not suitable for the
structure is too complex, the structure is not only
complex when the mapping is limited, there is also
a clear disadvantage in the post-processing, from
the scanned surface into a body, without thickening,
The generated surfaces are all complemented by

sweeping lines, such as the sculptured stool in the
experiment. In the middle, no matter from which
aspect the inside of the leg is not accessible, the
raised stool is. The later software complement map
is based on the edge curve, so it does not make up.
Single-piece furniture components, carved panels,
and other effects are good, it is recommended that
complex furniture be disassembled to scan.

4. From the aspect of manpower, because this type of
scan can be terminated and started at any time,
given the manpower consumed, it is recommended
that this experiment be carried out by multiple
people in turn, the weight of the probe alone is still
very laborious, the accuracy of the experiment and
the accuracy of the test have an effect.

5. Pay attention to some application skills in the
processing of late-stage data. If there are too many
points, remember to simplify and facilitate the
fluency and accuracy of processing. The scanned
data do not have to be scanned nearly perfect to
reduce the subsequent workload. Because of some

Fig. 5 C-Track 780 dual-camera sensor

Table 2 Hand-held laser scanner parameter table

Light source 6-Line laser array, class II (human eye safety) Transmission mode USB3.0

Scanning rate 240,000 s Working temperature −10 to 40 °C

Scanning area 230 mm× 250 mm Working humidity 10–90%

Resolving power 0.100 mm

Measurement accuracy ≤ 0.03 mm

Working distance 300 mm

Depth of field 250 mm

Measuring range (Object size) 0.1–6 (meter), extensible

Data-compatible
software

Geomagic Solutions (3D Systems, Rock Hill, SC, USA); InnovMetric Software (PolyWorks, Québec, QC, Canada); CATIA V5,
SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes, Charlotte, NC, USA); Pro/ENGINEER (PTC, Shanghai, China); NX, Solid Edge
(Siemens PLM Software, Plano, TX, USA); Inventor, Alias, 3ds Max, Maya, Softimage (Autodesk, San Rafael, CA, USA)
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irresistible factors, the uneven or damaged surface
cannot be completely changed after multiple scans.
Therefore, a part of it can be based on the principle
of symmetry or mirror; that is, the whole area can
be adjusted by adjusting this part. On the part of
the signal is good, but also suitable for scanning.

6 Conclusions
Through this experiment, we detected and studied how to
improve the hand-held laser scanner method. However,
we must continue to promote the development of 3D
scanning technology and integrate advanced technology
into furniture mapping, thus making modern advanced
manufacturing technology spread and develop better.
Through modern mapping technology, we can speed up
the progress and the accuracy of mapping complex furni-
ture. Using surveying and mapping methods, we can help
retain a large number of precious structures or patterns of

drawings and laying a technology foundation for contrib-
uting furniture digital library system with high quality and
commercial application value, which is good for cultural
transmission and in line with the development trend of
environmental protection through green and low-carbon
industry.
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3D: Three-dimensional
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